Lead Story Headline: Academic Success Already!
Welcome to the first edition of the New Medical Scholars Program newsletter. Through this publication we will highlight the achievements and academic successes of our Medical Scholars Program (MSP) members. We will also share our latest activities of community engagement and university support. Our first story is of the success of our first cohort of Track-I members. These young women completed their first semester in college in scholarly fashion. All acquitted themselves with a 3.65 - 4.00 GPA. We are very proud of these scholars. Special regards to Michelle N. Wilson for achieving an outstanding 4.00 as a biology premedical student.

Additional recognition is given to the top achievers in Track-II of the Medical Scholars Program; Robert T. Seniors, who set the highest grade for Track-II members, Miranda L. Reed, Krista J. Labelle and Nickyjeana R. Aime.

Our faculty partners at the Charles E. Schmidt, College of Medicine at Florida Atlantic University.

Julie C. Servoss, MD, MPH serves as the co-coordinator of the Medical Scholars Program from the Charles E. Schmidt, College of Medicine at Florida Atlantic University (FAU). She also serves FAU as the Associate Dean of Diversity, Cultural and Student Affairs.

First fall FAMU convocation for Christoria H. Cowans (L) and Michelle N. Wilson (R).

Ellen S. Peterson completing her class project at FAMU Freshman Seminar.